Year 5 choices: Autumn Term 21/22
Stop off dates: Monday 27th September, 18th
October, 22nd November, 13th December.
Home Learning Choices for Autumn:
1.

Create a model of a space craft - Design and Technology

2.

Investigate what Great Britain exports and imports - Geography

3.

Investigate the effects of air resistance on objects - Science

4.

Write a cartoon conversation in French - MFL

5.

Research the locations of Space centre launch sites around the world - Geography

6.

Create an art sculpture from clay, recycling, paper mâché etc. - Art

7.

Create a timeline for Space travel - History

8.

Investigate the life cycle of an insect, plant and animal - Science

9.

Ask members of your family if they remember the moon landing. Can they tell you how it felt to watch it happen? (History)

10.

Design and cook a healthy, balanced meal - Design and Technology

11.

Record a soundtrack to accompany the ghost train ride - Music

12.

Read a page of a book and identify the number of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs on the page. Present
your results in a graph. (VGPS .maths)

13.

Calculate the cost of a family daytrip to a theme park

14.

Create a mini-Olympics, designing and competing in your own events and races - PE

15.

Write a diary after a day visiting a theme park- English

16.

Choose a religious festival and create a presentation about it - RE

17.

Create an advertising leaflet for a theme park- English/Computing

18.

Create a mental wellbeing poster that includes tips / activities - PSHE

19.

Investigate the pros and cons to having a theme park built near your home- Geography

20.

Free choice

Date:

You need to complete 2 choices each half term (4 in total before Christmas). Each half term one of your choices needs to be theme
based (pink) and the other can be any of the curriculum tasks (blue). You need to be ready to share your learning at the stop off
dates, with adults and children back in school, who will give you feedback on your learning. You can decide on the order of your 4
Home Learning choices which you are going to share back in school, but you can always complete other tasks from the list at home
should you wish to.

